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Abstract: Corruption is one of the main challenges in governments. According to many international reports,
corruption in developing countries is more than developed countries. On the other hand, one of the advantages
of e-government is accountability and transparency. Therefore e-government can be introduced as a solution
to reduce corruption in government activities. This paper studied the effect of e-government on transparency.
For this purpose, firstly, correlation between e-government and transparency scores of 180 countries was
measured. Then, these countries were categorized into different clusters according to their scores. Along with
this study the e-government strategic plans of 6 developed countries including US, UK, Canada, Singapore,
Denmark and New Zealand were reviewed and common features in their e-government strategic plans were
identified and finally, some recommendations were proposed in order to improve e-government in developing
countries.
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INTRODUCTION A global corruption barometer which is based on a

Political and administrative corruption is still an corruption.
increasing challenge for governments and therefore A bribe payer’s survey which is looking at the
officials try to find a solution to reduce it. There is a hope willingness of foreign firms to pay bribes.
in many countries that e-government will enhance the
openness, transparency and accountability of public According to Transparency International (TI)
administrations and increase the degree of interest and institute report [5], sectors and institutes which are most
involvement of citizens in politics and can bring them affected by corruption are: Political parties,
closer to governments. Therefore, e-government is a parliament/legislate, police, legal system/judiciary and tax
positive channel for enhancing trust in governments [1], revenue. These sections are more involved with public.
place the public in the information age, involve TI report shows that the 10 least corrupt countries
stakeholders in new ways of meeting public challenges are: Denmark, Finland, New Zealand, Singapore, Sweden,
and enhance government accountability in a broad Iceland, Netherlands, Switzerland, Canada and Norway.
sense[2]. On the other hand, the 10 most corrupt countries are:

Political corruption is” the abuse of entrusted power Somalia, Myanmar, Iraq, Haiti, Uzbekistan, Tonga, Sudan,
by political leaders for private gain, with the objective of Chad, Afghanistan and Laos [6]. 
increasing power or wealth” [3]. It is noted that, the corruption occurs when there is

Transparency International (TI) institute provides a contact between private and public sectors. The more
three measures to evaluate corruption in the countries. contacts results in more corruption. The main reasons of
These three measures are [4]: corruption in governmental department in many countries

A Corruption Perception Index (CPI) which is based
on experts’ opinions of how corruption occurs in The government is extensive and more of economic
different countries. activates are under government control. 

survey of public attitudes toward and experience of

can be summarised as follows: 
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Legacy systems are deployed with high level of Other consequences of corruption are: discourage of
bureaucracy. For example, tender system in many investment, slowing economy growth, distort the
developing countries is based on paper (newspaper composition of government expenditure, decreasing
advertisement, tender document purchase, bid government effectiveness, stability and political
submission, bid evaluation, bid comparison and legitimacy, increasing bureaucracy, increasing complex
tender award). In this system, control and monitoring rules and regulations and finally decreasing people
of all tender steps are difficult and corruption may satisfaction from public servants. In order to reduce
occur in each steps: corruption, different solution can be used, such as
There are barriers in auditing and investigating all providing appropriate regulations and limitation of
government activities. employee power [11-13]. Transparency is an effective way
There are some factors related to economy and social of reducing corruption, e-government increases
problems such as Poverty, lack of social security, transparency; therefore e-government can reduce
increasing inflation, unemployment and lack of corruption.
employment security [7]. The main objective of this paper is to introduce e-
Some issues like, change of rules and regulations, government as a solution to increase the transparency
clear and hidden power of government administrators and reduce the corruption. After discussing the causes of
in rejection of applications or issuance of different corruption, the relation between e-government,
authorization for activities are other reasons of transparency and corruption is reviewed by measuring
corruption in government. correlation between e-government and transparency

TI institute presented two major factors affecting the clusters. Using meta-synthesis method, the common
growth of corruption: the low probability of discovery and features of e-government strategic plan of some
perceived immunity against prosecution. Restrictions on developed countries are extracted and recommendations
access to information by citizens and the media, complex are proposed for developing countries e-government
and extra rules, procedures and regulations reduce the strategic plan based on the results. 
chance of discovery. The weak character of institutions
that are supposed to investigate charges of corruption as E -GOVERNMENT AND TRANSPARENCY 
well as an inefficient or corrupt judiciary further
exacerbate the problem of corruption and facilitate One of the main issues in the relation between people
immunity against prosecution[8]. and government is the transparency of the government.

Consequences of corruption are more devastating for In conventional government, it is nearly impossible to
developing countries than developed countries [9]. It present all the activities to the people and businesses, but
reduces the amount of public money by decreasing e-government provides an opportunity to satisfy this
government revenue while promoting wasteful spending. requirement.
Therefore 2 main effects of corruption are: E-government is a way of making government smarter

Reduction of Government Revenue: In many citizens new tools to interact with government. Therefore
developing countries, corruption may reduce citizens can expect better, cheaper, faster and more
revenue collection by driving firms out of the formal accessible services. In addition, better relationships, more
sector and by providing a different justification for transparency, more engagement and trust can be built by
tax elusion. Also, businesses in the informal sector e-government [14].
do not pay tax because they do not report revenue. There are a number of definitions for e-government
This has two effects: firstly, it reduces the in the literature. Turban [14] defined e-government as:
distributive function of tax collection therefore “The use of information technology in general and e-
increasing income inequality; secondly, it reduces commerce in particular, to provide citizens and
the amount of public funds [10]. organizations with more convenient access to government
Promotion of Excessive Spending:A major challenge information and services and to provide delivery of public
in the developing world is corrupt procurement services to citizens, business partners and suppliers and
where contracts are awarded to high-cost bidders those working in the public sector”. From Tapscott’s View
without competitive tendering. Corruption reduces e-government is[15] ” an Internet-worked government
government funds when it leads to spending on which  links  new  technology with legal systems
projects of often inferior quality[10]. internally and in turn links such government information

scores of 180 countries which are categorized into 3

and smaller, improving delivery of services and giving
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infrastructure externally with everything digital and with collection agencies are particularly susceptible to
everybody – the tax payer, suppliers, business customers, corruption and a large proportion of e-government
voters and every other institution in the society”. From applications are built for tax collection departments. To
the above definitions, it can be concluded that all reduce corruption effectively, some features that lead to
researchers are agreed that E-government is use of greater transparency and accountability need to be
information   technology  specially  the  Internet  and consciously considered into the design [21].
web-based applications to provide better and faster In developed countries government services are
services in addition to information for citizens, businesses offered through Internet Portals and citizens interact with
and employees online by government. a single point to receive services from different

An activity is transparent if all of its information is departments of government. On-line service counters
freely available. Transparency means openness of offer services related only to a specific department.
decisions and actions [16]. This means a free flow of Citizens do not interact with computer screens directly
information about decisions and actions, from source to [21].
recipient. When government meetings are open to the Some of e-government features which reduce
press and the public, budgets and financial statements corruption are summarized as follows:
may be reviewed by anyone and decisions are open to
discussion. Therefore, they are seen as transparent and E-government can centralize data in order to improve
there is less opportunity for the authorities to abuse the audit and analysis. 
system for private gain. Transparency cannot exist as a E-government can make decisions traceable. As the
one-way communication. There will be a lot of questions possibility of discovery of wrong doing increased,
and suggestions, if the media and the public know the fear of consequent of it can be a deterrent to
everything which happens in all government corrupt practices. 
administrations. Transparency creates participation in the Increasing access to information, presenting the
political processes by media and the public [16]. information in order to increase transparency of rules

E-government will be implemented normally in 5 steps and their application in specific decisions, increasing
Emerging, Enhanced, Interactive, Transactional and accountability by tracing decisions/actions to public
Connected [17]. Transparency can be shown in all steps servants represent the successive of transparency of
of e-government , from first step which all information government activities.
about government are accessible by citizens and E-government makes government smaller: E-
businesses to final step which citizen can do transaction government eliminates redundancy of government
with government and trace their enquiries or layers and limits government size, thus corruption is
complaints[18]. decreased significantly and internal efficiency of the

A   variety   of   systems   and   mechanisms   used various departments improves.
in   different   countries   to   increase   transparency   in The preparation of reports becomes quicker.
e-government including Public Feedback Mechanism  There is better status monitoring and tracking of
(PFM), Public Grievance system in India, Singapore’s applications.
feedback unit[19] and finally Online Procedures Financial accountability improves by online search
Enhancement (OPEN) system in Korea [20]. These and submission of forms; payment also becomes
systems are used in different countries and were almost instantaneous.
successful in many countries and international The decision-making process is expedited. 
organizations like IMF, World Bank, OECD, Interpol, E-government increases interaction between
UNDP and Korea. government and citizen, make accessible all services

Recently, many countries focused on e-government to them and increase trust to government.
as one of key tools to reduce corruption by opening E-government increases citizen participation and
government processes to public. Several case studies in democracy [22]. 
developing countries report an impact of e-government on
corruption [21]. Many governments started to go on-line MATERIALS AND METHODS
in departments that have a large interface with the public
or business which are at risk of corruption. Surveys In this research, the role of e-government on
indicate that some government sections such as tax transparency     has     been     investigated     based   on
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e-government and transparency scores of 180 countries Second and third clusters are countries with more
during 2004-2008. The correlation between transparency corruption and less e-government readiness. 
scores  provided  by  TI  [4-6] and e-government From   Table   1   and  2,  it  can  be  concluded  that
readiness scores provided by UN [17, 23] is calculated for e-government and transparency affect each other directly.
180  countries.  Then, all the countries are classified into As shown in Table 2, most countries in cluster 1, has
3 clusters by using k-means clustering method in SPSS. average transparency scores of more than 8(out of 10) and
The positive correlation shows that e-government e-government readiness scores of 0.7(out of 1). In cluster
implementation increases transparency and reduces 2 average transparency score was 5 and e-government
corruption. Following that, by using meta-synthesis readiness score was 0.5 and finally in the cluster 3,
method, the common features of e-government strategy average transparency score was 2.7 and e-government
plan of 6 developed countries are identified. readiness score was 0.3. Therefore, it can be concluded

that countries in the cluster 1 had better situation than
CLUSTERING OF COUNTRIES BY E-GOVERNMENT countries in other 2 clusters in terms of e-government

AND TRANSPARENCY SCORES implementation and transparency and had less corruption.
Many developing countries are placed in cluster 2

In this section, the correlation between transparency and 3. Implementation of e-government can reduce
and e-government readiness scores for 180 countries is corruption in these countries. To implement e-government
calculated and results are presented in Table 1. In this successfully, it is needed to have an appropriate e-
table, CPI score relates to perceptions of business people government strategic plan. In the next section, e-
and country analysis about degree of corruption and is government strategic plan of 6 developed countries in
between 10 (highly clean and transparence) and 0 (highly cluster 1 are reviewed to identify common features which
corrupt). E-government readiness score relates to web are important in e-government development. 
measure, Infrastructure, human capital index and is
between  1(highly   e-government  readiness) and 0 (less
e-government readiness). As shown in Table 1, there is a
meaningful relation between e-government score and
transparency score as the correlation is more than 0.80.

K-means clustering in SPSS is used in order to find
number of clusters and categorization of countries to
adequate clusters (according to e-government score and
CPI  score).  The  results of analysis are presented in
Table 2. In the first cluster, there are countries with high
transparency score and e-government readiness score. 

Table 1: Correlation between e-government score andTransparency (CPI)

score

CPI score

E-government -----------------------------------------------------------------

score 2007 2006 2005 2004

2008 0.816 0.814 0.817 0.803

2005 0.817 0.824 0.826 0.815

2004 0.811 0.815 0.825 0.816

2003 0.821 0.825 0.830 0.823

Table 2: Clustering of countries with their e-government and transparency score

Cluster Countries Final cluster centers 

1 Denmark, Finland, New Zealand, Singapore, Sweden, Iceland, Netherlands, Switzerland, CPI06= 8.36, e-gove05= .77

Canada, Norway, Australia, Luxembourg, UK, Austria, Germany, Ireland, Japan, France, CPI05= 8.40, e-gove04= .76

USA, Belgium, Chile, Barbados, Spain CPI07=8.26, e- gove08=.76 

CPI04=8.38, e-gove03= .73

2 Uruguay ,Slovenia, Estonia, Portugal, Qatar, Malta, United Arab Emirates, Botswana, CPI07=5.17, e-gove08= .57 

Cyprus, Hungary, Czech, Italy, Malaysia, South Africa, South Korea, Costa Rica, Slovakia, CPI06= 5.18, e-gove05= .55

Latvia, Lithuania, Jordan, Mauritius, Oman, Greece, Namibia, Seychelles, Kuwait, CPI05= 5.17, e-gove04= .52

Tunesia, Bulgaria, Bahrain,… CPI04=5.09, e-gove03= .51

3 Cuba, Poland, Croatia, Turkey, Colombia, Ghana, Romania, Senegal, China, India, CPI07=2.8, e-gove08=.38 

Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Georgia, Serbia, Bosnia, Gabon, Panama, Tanzania, Armenia, CPI06= 2.77, e-gove05= .36

Lebanon, Egypt, Guatemala, Mozambique, Uganda, Benin, Malawi, Ukraine, Iran, Yemen, CPI05= 2.75, e-gove04= .34

Nepal, Philippines, Pakistan, Syria,.. CPI04=2.72, e-gove03= .332
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COMMON FEATURES OF E-GOVERNMENT Determination of vision, mission and objectives in
STRATEGIC PLAN IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES order to describe what really we want from e-

In this   section,  common  important  features  of Determination of strategic blocks in order to
e-government strategic plan of 6 developed countries highlight the appropriate strategy about all aspects
were identified. Meta-synthesis means ‘the bringing of e-government development. Some sub-activities in
together and breaking down of findings, examining them, this step include development model, designing
discovering the essential features and in some way, different layers of e-government from action view,
combining phenomenon into a transformed whole’ [24]. determining all Stakeholder positions, determining
This method was used to integrate multiple studies to the type and position of infrastructure, determining
produce comprehensive and interpretive finding. This reference maturity model of e-government,
research adopts Noblit and Hare [25] guidelines for interoperability model and skills;
conducting meta-synthesis. These guidelines include Determination of e-government structure and
seven steps as follows: getting started, searching and responsibilities;
selecting the relevant studies, reading them, determining Analysis of current situation, barriers and
how the studies are related, translating them into one transaction strategies;
another, synthesizing translations and presenting the Prioritization of e-government projects;
synthesis. Provision of action plan including responsibilities,

By reviewing e-government strategic documents of budgets and timeframe.
US [26], UK [27], Canada [28], Singapore [29], Denmark Selection of critical success factors, method of
[30], New Zealand [31] and their important features are monitoring and evaluation. 
identified as follows:

Organization  of    steering    committee    to    lead successfully, determination of responsible organization
e-government activities; for e-government implementation is vital. In addition, the
Definition     of     clear     responsible     body     for desired situation of e-government should be identified.
e-government implementation; Following that, current situation of e-government must be

government;

As shown in Table 3, to implement e-government

Table 3: The main e-government strategy activities 
Activity Goal Sub activity

Phase 0 Initial study To describe what is upstream policy, 1-Organizing a steering committee
what is the main opportunity  to develop the best vision 2-Feasible study of e-government development 

3-National opportunity, threat, …
To Be Vision To describe what is really we want from e-government 1- Upstream strategy

2-Top managers voting
Strategy building blocks To determine the perfect strategy about all aspect of 1-Development Model

e-government  development 2-Determining different layer of e-government from
action view
3-Determining all Stakeholder positions
4-Determining the type and position of all
infrastructure
5-Determining reference maturity model of
e-government
6-Public Infrastructure development
7-Skills
8-Interoperability

AS IS e-government governance To feasible implementing of e-government projects 1-Governmental structure
2-Responsibilities

The current services To clear current state of e-government and 1-Public infrastructure
to realized underdeveloped project 2-Services

Challenges ahead To extract challenges of current projects 1- Analysis of current e-government projects and services
challenges
2-Migration strategy
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Table 3: Continued
Activity Goal Sub activity

Gap
Analysis Selecting pilot projects To change from strategy to act to achieve 1-Extracting priority from high level  strategy

one-stop e-government 2-citizen demand analysis
3-governmental expert voting
4-business planning of initial finding
5-finalizing pilot project form cost-benefit analysis 

Implementing plan To plan comprehensively for implementation 1-Executive Management
of the selected projects 2-Human Resource

3-cost
4-Timing

Next step Revision procedure
Monitoring To track determined goals 1-Critical success factor

2-Method of measurements

evaluated. Finally, appropriate activities such as 3. Hodess, R., 2002. Global Corruption Report 2002.
implementation of pilot projects, monitoring and London: Pluto Press. 
measuring e-government development are necessary. 4. Transparency International, 2006. Global Corruption

Report 2006, London: pluto press.
CONCLUSION 5. Hodess, R. and M. Woikers, 2004. Report on the

Transparency International Global corruption
Governments are trying to find solutions for reducing Barometer 2004, Berlin, Germany.

corruption in public agencies. Implementation of e- 6. Transparency International, 2007. Report on the
government offers a partial solution to the problem of transparency International Global corruption
corruption. E-government removes opportunities for Barometer 2007, Berlin, Germanmy. 
arbitrary actions and increases chances of corruption 7. ACE, 2005. year Book 2005. Anti corruption
discovery by recording and saving detailed data on Establishment Punjab, Lahore. 
transactions to make them traceable. As shown in this 8. Bhatnagar, S., 2003. Transparency and corruption:
paper, there is a meaningful relation between e- Dose e-government Help? DRAFT Paper prepared
government and transparency scores in 180 countries. for the compilation of CHRI 2003 Report OPEN
Clustering of countries in terms of relation between their SESAME: looking for the Right to Information in the
e-government and transparency scores showed that most Commonwealth, Commonwealth Human Rights
developed countries with high e-government scores and Initiative.
less corruption were placed in cluster 1. Therefore, e- 9. Jain, A.K., 2001. Corruption: A review. Journal of
government strategic plan of some developed countries Economic Surveys, 15(1): 71-121.
in cluster 1 were investigated and their common features 10. Sanjeev, G., H. Davoodi and R.A. Terne, 2002. Does
were extracted to be recommended for developing Corruption Affect Income Inequality and Poverty?
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